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Djursholm; Higher Trigonometry may be seen in B.M., B.P.L., and Columbia

Univ.; Part I of Mathematical Tracts is in B.U., and U.M., but both parts

are in B.P.L., University of California, and the Mittag-Leffler Library.

The Mathematical Association, England, has all four of Newman's mathe-

matical works, including both editions of his Difficulties of Elementary

Geometry, each printed in 1841, but by different printers. The copy of

Spence's rare Mathematical Essays in B.P.L. was acquired by Nathaniel

Bowditch soon after publication, possibly a presentation copy from the

editor, and the first Essay, to which we refer, contains many marginal

notes in Bowditch's handwriting. Both of the Spence volumes mentioned

are in the New York Public Library, and the 1809 Essay is in University

of California, Berkeley.

R. C. A.

44. Table of \Wx/V.—A 5-place table of this function is given (MTA C,
p. 256) in E. B. Rosa & F. W. Grover, "Formulas and tables for the calcu-

lation of mutual and self-inductance," U. S. Bureau of Standards, Bulletin,

v. 8, no. 1, 1912, table XXII, p. 226-228; W = ber xbei'x - bei xber'x,
V = ber'2x + bei'2x, x = 0(.1)5(.2)10(.5)15(1)26(2)50(10)100, with S2. A
3-place adaptation of this table, with A, is given on p. 162 of H. B. Dwight,
Electric Coils and Conductors, New York, McGraw-Hill, 1945. Dwight tells
us that table XXII was calculated by Grover, and that the adaptation

was with his permission.

R. C. A.

QUERIES

15. Integral and Functional Tables.—Are there any tables of

Jl'e~'1 dt and of e~''''Jl'e'1 dt, where z is complex? Or of Jlxe~'2 sin at dt, and

Joxe~'* cos at dt, where x is real?

F. E. White
Duke University

Editorial Note: In 1930 Ronald M. Foster, of the American Telephone and Telegraph
Co. (now of the department of mathematics at Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn), prepared
tables of erfcz = (2/ir1l2)fz°>e-',dt, and of e'* erfcz, z = x + iy, for * = 0(1)3, y = 0(1)3,
to 5S. From this material he computed a rather large number of values by a simple method
of numerical integration along selected rays in the complex plane. These results were
then used to draw contour lines, so that the real and the imaginary parts of the error function
could be read off in a rough sort of way for a limited range. Charts I and II (50.7 X 50.7
cm.) are of the real and complex parts of erfcz, 0<x<2, 0<y<2; Chart III (38 X 38
cm.) is of real and imaginary parts of erfcz, 0<oc<3, 0<y<3; Chart IV (38 X 38 cm.)
is for absolute value and angle of erfcz, 0<3c<3, 0 < y < 3. None of this material
has been published. A particular case of the first integral of the Query, z = Jtt*(1 + i)u,
may be reduced to functions already tabulated, MTAC, p. 250, since we then have
fo'e-tdt = (i«)»[C(m) - iS(u)].

QUERIES—REPLIES

17. Roots of the Equation tan x = cx (Q 8, p. 203; QR 10, p. 336).
—In A. T. McKay, "Diffusion for the infinite plane sheet," Phys. So.
London, Proc, v. 44, 1932, p. 22-23, there are tables of real roots,

xn, n = [1(1)4; 4D], of this equation for c = ± tan X, X° = 0(5°)90°. In the
case of c = + tan X, there are no roots Xi for X < 45°.

R. C. A.


